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Throughout history, when power has become concentrated, the strongest
people have always made attempts to take over the world and run it the
way they see fit. There has never been an announcement such as “High, I
am leader X. Now I am going to take over the world and make you and
everyone else a servant to me. Is everybody ready? On your mark get set
go. Here I come resist me if you wish.” There was Rome, the Ottoman
Empire, Spain, Britain. Germany and now some say the United States.
Does anyone doubt that there are ongoing aspirations to take over the
world and make use of all of its citizens?
The effort is being made, but not by a certain nation or even a group of
nations. Corporate leaders, bankers and others have now figured out how
to permanently subordinate the world’s population and use social
engineering to keep them working in their behalf. Currently there is no
nation expressly trying to take over the world. The militaries of the world
now fight on behalf of the world’s richest citizens. In a sense we already
do have a world government. We are all governed by elite business
interests.
What is the quickest way to gain control of mankind’s time and energy?
Control the sources of their essence. We are talking about human herding
in its highest degree. Controlling the stock market and the financial
markets is their ticket. Determine how much money everyone makes and
folks will permanently be eating out of the hands of the world’s wealthiest
members.
Few have figured this out. I say why wait forty years for histories answers
to emerge? Here is the plan and it has been going on for more than one

decade. Use public money which is basically free to its recipients to
concentrate stock ownership among a smaller and smaller group of
wealthy interests. These are interests who are complicit in managing the
time and resources of as many people throughout the world as is possible.
This is a process of continuously moving equity ownership from weak
hands into strong hands.
The plan is not only to move the stock market higher. It is more important
to change the entire structure of the financial markets. To the degree the
plan succeeds it will then be possible to dictate the direction of the stock
market with more ease than with the current system. With most stock in
the hands of citizens who will never sell, stock prices can be moved higher
with earnings, without earnings, with losses or under any circumstance.
Please understand that this effort will end in a catastrophe. That doesn’t
mean it won’t be continued. Other attempts to take over the world have all
failed eventually. As a motivating force, looking for ways to live off the
efforts of others, is actually stronger stronger and more basic than is the
propensity to go out to work as an individual. As long as there is a viable
chance to enslave the world’s general population the effort will continue.
This time it is not a certain nation but a consortium of business interests
instead. As far as efforts to dominate the world are concerned, this one is
a twist. It is taking folks a long time to figure out what is happening to
them.

